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The Chicago Mission Bible School is just one phase of "Preaching
the Gospel in the Inner-City Areas," reported on page nine. The
Bible School staff and pupils pictured above include the pastor
and his wife, Rev. and Mrs. Carl J. Carlson seen at left.

EDITORIAL
Guest

Editorial

"Return the Bible to the
Heart of the Nation"
W. Stanley

Mooneyham*

Word of God."
TThese
words are

HE TIMES demand a return to the

being echoed by
Christians throughout America. They
are concerned because faith is being undermined by questioning the authority
of the Bible. Despite the continued high
sale of Scriptures, the moral fabric of
America shows definite signs of weakening.
It was these concerns which led the
leadership of the National Association of
Evangelicals — a cooperative Protestant
organization numbering in its membership 38 denominations, 28,000 churches
and two million members—to call a conference of church leaders in Washington,
D. C , early in 1961 to study ways of
bringing the Bible back to a vital place
in American life. What was then a growing concern has now become a gripping
conviction.
Thus NAE has prepared for the
churches of America in these urgent
times an action program for 1961-62 to
"Return the Bible to the Heart of the
Nation." The program through which
the theme will be implemented shapes
up in four phases. Together they present a well-balanced and effective emphasis.
BIBLE READING

The Bible is a neglected book. Practically every Christian home has at least
one copy and even many non-Christian
homes have a "family" Bible, but the
Bible is more than a good luck charm to
have around. It is a living Book whose
value can be experienced only as it is
read and studied.
1. "Read It Through in '62." How
many people have ever read the Bible
through? Not enough, to be sure, so
here is a plan to get hundreds of thousands to sign covenant cards that they
will read it through during 1962. Materials are available to aid the local
church in this program.
2. "Help Someone Else Read It
Through in '62." This is an effort to see
that all foreign language groups in
America's communities have an opportunity to read the Word of God in their
own language. Many of them may not
have Bibles. Churches can perform a
valuable ministry by placing Bibles in
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these homes. These people can be found to help get copies of the Scriptures disby asking members of the congregation tributed. Here is what is available:
to turn in names of those whom they
1. The World Home Bible League of
know or by taking a survey of the area Chicago is making available through
around the church.
NAE one million copies of a large-type
3. "Nationwide
Reading
of
the edition of the Gospel of John for distriChristmas Story." Roy Rogers and Dale bution by the churches. These are free
Evans will be serving as co-chairmen of for distribution to Bibleless homes and
the family Bible reading emphasis. As for use with the public Bible reading
a part of this NAE will be sharing in the program. These may be secured
American Bible Society's third annual through any of the NAE offices simply
family reading of the Christmas story by paying the postage.
on Christmas Eve.
2. The American Bible Society of
4. Public Bible Reading. To give com- New York is anxious to get copies of the
munity-wide interest to this program Scriptures into the hands of the foreign
and to get the Word of God before peo- language groups and the blind in eveiy
ple, ministerial associations or fellow- community and also to provide copies
ships should sponsor a public reading of of the Bible for distribution to jails, hospitals, nursing homes and other instituthe Bible in their cities.
tions. Those wishing to engage in this
BIBLE PREACHING
A nation is only as strong as its pul- phase of the program are asked to write
pits, no matter what its military strength directly to the American Bible Society,
or gross national product may be. The 450 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Many Christian leaders have the feelpulpits of America need once again to
thunder with "Thus saith the Lord" as ing that these days of man's extremity
they did in the days of the Great Awak- may be God's opportunity to speak again
ening. Returning the Bible to the heart to the conscience of the nation. But
of the nation means a return to Bible God needs human instruments to take
preaching. The program has two separ- the message in His Word to the people.
ate phases to encourage strong Bible This is your part in this critical hour.
preaching.
"Director of Information,
National
Associ1. The first of these will focus on Uni- ation of Evangelicals. Further details may be
versal Bible Sunday (December 10, secured by writing to your Regional NAE
Office: Box 28, Wheaton, III.; 1061 Memorial
1961) with "The Bible in National Life Ave.,
Williamsport,
Pa.; 15842 East Russell
Sermon Awards" sponsored by NAE. St., Whittier, Calif.; 507 Governor Building,
Outstanding awards will be made for Portland 4, Oregon.
the three best sermons preached that
day on the general theme "The Place of
the Bible in the Life of the Nation."
EVANGELICAL VISITOR
2. The second phase of the Bible Volume LXXIV
Number 17
preaching emphasis will be the encourOfficial Organ of the Brethren in Christ
published bi-weekly by Evangel Press,
agement
of
expository
preaching Church,
Nappanee, Indiana, to whom subscriptions
throughout 1962. The best of these ser- should be sent.
Purpose: To publish the Gospel of God's
mons will also be judged for publication
grace—a complete salvation through the
in a book. Rules for this will be an- atonement of Jesus Christ the Son of God,
made effectual by faith in Him; the walk in
nounced later.
holiness by the power of the indwelling Holy
BIBLE STUDY

The third emphasis—that of Bible
study—will be an attempt to get people
personally involved with the Word of
God in a regular systematic study. Only
as people have a personal involvement
with the Bible does it have a changing,
practical effect on their lives.
Thus churches are encouraged and
urged to have an "in-depth" Bible study
at least once a week—probably at the
midweek service and preferably a book
study rather than a topical study. NAE
does not recommend any particular materials, but if materials are desired a
bibliography has been prepared which
lists numerous courses and books that
are available for this kind of study.
BIBLE DISTRIBUTION

Two great organizations are cooperating in this "Return the Bible" program
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A Parable of Prayer
John
HIOR to a certain conference being
Pasked
held the prospective attendants were
to name the particular subject

they would like to have studied and discussed. The majority answer was a
pleasant surprise. It was, "Tell us how
to pray more effectively."
That was a God-pleasing answer. It
frankly admitted a need but also a
genuine desire to meet that need. Certainly in all the varied needs of personal
life, home life, church life, and every
other department of Christian living
"effectual fervent prayer . . . availeth
much" (Jas. 5:16). How to make prayer
more effectual is every Christian worker's major problem.
Some years ago my attention was
drawn to a parable of prayer found in
the Old Testament. In six brief verses
we have recorded an incident involving
an old prophet, a young king, a bow,
and several arrows:
"Now Elisha was fallen sick of his
sickness whereof he died. And Joash
the king of Israel came down unto him,
and wept over his face, and said, O my
father, my father, the chariot of Israel,
and the horsemen thereof. And Elisha
said unto him, Take bow and arrows.
And he took unto him bow and arrows.
And he said to the king of Israel, Put
thine hand upon the bow. And he put
his hand upon it: and Elisha put his
hands upon the king's hands. And he
said, Open the window eastward. And
he opened it. Then Elisha said, Shoot.
And he shot. And he said, The arrow of
the LORD'S deliverance, and the arrow
of deliverance from Syria: for thou shalt
smite the Syrians in Aphek, till thou have
consumed them. And he said, Take the
arrows. And he took them. And he said
unto the king of Israel, Smite upon the
ground. And he smote thrice, and stayed.
And the man of God was wroth with
him, and said, Thou shouldest have smitten five or six times; then hadst thou
smitten Syria till thou hadst consumed
it: whereas now thou shalt smite Syria
but thrice" (2 Kings 13:14-19).
VICTORY IN A BEDCHAMBER

H e r e we learn that a victory on the
battlefield was w o n in the prophet's b e d The Rev. John Linton, B. A., is a well-known
Canadian evangelist whose home is in Riverside, Windsor, Ontario. He is the author pf
several books. In this article he draws lessons
on prayer from an incident at the close of
Elisha's life.
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Linton
chamber. Before the battle ever began
the outcome was decided, and victory
determined. But not only so, the extent
of the victory was also decided in the
prophet's room. For because of what
was done there, or rather, was not done,
the victory was to be a limited victory.
The young king smote the ground three
times instead of five or six times, and
thus the conquest would be limited and
not complete.
And it happened—as always—according to the word of the Lord; for the concluding verse in the chapter tells us that
in his battles with Ben-hadad of Syria
"three times did Joash beat him, and
recovered the cities of Israel."
To all who would learn to pray effectively I would point to this interesting
parable, for parable it is. The prophet
invested the whole bow and arrow incident with symbolic meaning. Clearly
and definitely Elisha said, "The arrow
of the Lord's deliverance, and the arrow
of deliverance from Syria; for thou shalt
smite the Syrians in Aphek, till thou
have consumed them." Complete conquest was the promised possibility. The
king had that potential in his hand when
invited to smite the ground. Where he
succeeded and where he failed we shall
see.
It is a fact that every Gospel service
is a battle, and every church a battlefield. The stakes are the souls of men,
and ranged against each other we have
the power of God and the power of Satan.
The issue is decided not during the
battle but before it begins. Whether
the service ends in victory or defeat is
not determined by what is said or done
in that service but by what preceded the
service.
VICTORY BEFORE THE SERVICE BEGINS

I preach occasionally in a certain large
church as guest preacher and not infrequently have looked over a congregation where several people were actually
waiting to make a public decision for
Christ. Christian friends had prayed
for them, had witnessed to them, and
had prepared them for the final step. All
the preacher had to do was to help them
over the line. Because of the preparation by prayer and witnessing beforehand, these people, if I may so say it,
were almost half saved already. In such
a service victory is assured before the
service begins.

OUR HOPE

When I was a young pastor in Montreal before beginning evangelistic meetings in another church a praying woman in our church received the assurance
of faith that thirty souls would be saved.
I told nobody in that distant church of
her prayer, but when the pastor counted
the list of converts he said there were
exactly thirty.
A year later I went from Montreal to
a church in Dunnville, Ontario. Before
leaving, a deacon of mine who had
power in prayer, claimed that forty conversions would be given. He confidently
thanked God in my presence in our
Saturday night prayer meeting that God
would give that number. I told nobody
in Dunnville about this prayer. I did
ask the minister to keep a record of
those who were personally dealt with.
At the last service he counted the names.
There were exactly forty! Some thirty
years later a Christian businessman in
Hamilton, Ontario, introduced himself
thus, "You do not know me, but I was
one of the forty saved in Dunnville."
In each of these cases the battle was
won, not in the church, but in the prayer
chamber. Victory was assured and results determined before the battle began. Indeed the actual battlefield is the
prayer room rather than the pulpit.
Six words outline the lesson for us in
this parable of prayer. The first word
is aggression. "Take bow and arrows."
The bow and arrow was a symbol of
warfare. The shield is for defense, the
bow and arrow for attack.
Effectual prayer is a warfare of aggression. It is entering the enemy's territory and taking souls out from under
his power. It is pulling them out of the
fire. Effectual prayer is fervent prayer.
It has to be to get results. "As soon as
Zion travailed, she brought forth her
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children" (Isa. 66:8). In recent weeks
in two different churches I had two
women come to me so utterly distressed
over their unsaved husbands that their
burden of concern became almost unbearable. One husband was saved that
same day, and the other two days later.
Yes, effectual prayer, to be effectual,
must be a bow-and-arrow business. We
are confronted by an invisible but
mighty foe. Elisha called not for a
Ping-pong racquet, but for a strong bow,
and needle-sharp arrows. Prevailing
prayer is a warfare of aggression.
The second word is determination.
"Put thine hand upon the bow." The
weapon did not work automatically. It
was operated by hand. It was a deadly
weapon, but only when a human hand
used it.
PRAYER DEMANDS DETERMINATION

Here again we see that this incident
is not only history, it is both history and
parable. For effectual prayer demands
determination. There are so many obstacles to such praying, both from within and without, that unless one has a
God-given, unyielding determination to
pray so as to get results, he is not likely
to pray effectively.
A young woman came to me once
with her prayer problem. She had set
aside several times daily for prayer, but
sometimes did not feel like praying
when that time came. She asked if it
was not irreverent to start praying to
God when she did not feel in the right
mood for prayer. Should she not wait
until she felt more like praying? I replied that if we waited always until we
felt like praying before we prayed, it
would not be long before we had ceased
altogether to pray.
I reminded her that others of us had
that same problem—coldness of heart,
preoccupation with material things that
tended to kill spiritual desire, but that
the way out was to pray anyway. At
such times if we confess and lament
such coldness, in all likelihood the Lord
would kindle the flickering spark of desire into a flame.
I see this determination when Jacob
clung to the angel and sobbed, "I will
not let thee go, except thou bless me"
(Gen. 32:26). I see it when Elijah,
prostrate before God, put his face between his knees and refused to move
until God sent the answer.
A third word is direction. "And
Elisha put his hands upon the king's
hands." Picture the young king fitting
the arrow into the bow, then bending
the bow, and now the prophet stands
over him, putting his strong hands upon
the king's hands, pulling with him, and
pointing the arrow in the right direction.
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The prophet overshadowing the king
reminds us of the blessed Holy Spirit
who overshadows the Christian when he
prays, inspiring faith, imparting strength
and giving guidance so that we are able
to pray in the will of God. "Likewise
the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities:
for we know not what we should pray
for as we ought: but the Spirit himself
[marg.] maketh intercession for us with
groanings which cannot be uttered"
(Rom. 8:26). Our weak prayers become mighty prayers; our feeble faith
becomes a miracle-working faith because of the energizing ministry of the
Spirit.
A fourth word is
concentration.
"Open the window eastward." The
Syrians had occupied the eastern part of
the country and that was where their
army was encamped. If the arrow was
to do its work it must not be pointed
in any general direction but to that particular place.
Here is the very heart of effectiveness
in prayer. Prevailing prayer must know
what it wants and ask for that definite
thing. God is waiting to do definite
business with those who want to do
definite business with Him.
If the Lord Jesus taught us anything
about prayer it was that we should be
definite in our requests. "If a son ask
bread of any of you that is a father, will
he give him a stone? or if he ask a fish,
will he for a fish give him a serpent?"
(Luke 11:11.) Our Lord is telling us
to know what we want, to ask for that
very thing, and to expect the thing we
are asking.
Much of our praying is ineffective for
lack of definiteness. We send arrows
of petition all over the lot, aiming at
nothing in particular. We ask God to
bless our church, our Sunday school, our
Bible class, but we do not name the
blessing we seek. That word "bless" is
a very general term. It is like a woman
going into a large chain grocery store
and asking the attendant to give her
groceries! Be specific when praying.
"Open the window eastward."
As an example of definite prayer consider the following: A Christian man in
our Saturday night prayer meeting presented three definite requests concerning an unsaved man. He asked that the
man would be saved on the morrow
(Sunday). He asked that God would
begin that very night to prepare him by
conviction for such a decision. He also
asked that the man would not only be
saved but become a Spirit-filled Christian. He not only asked this, but
thanked God that those three specific
requests would be answered. I was

present when he prayed that prayer of
faith.
That night the man prayed for could
not sleep. He rose from bed at two in
the morning (Sunday), knelt, and was
saved. He confessed salvation openly in
church that evening. I knew him well.
He became a Spirit-filled Christian almost from his conversion. Every petition
in that threefold prayer was definitely
answered.
The next word is action. "Then Elisha
said Shoot. And he shot." Here again
we have a lesson on prayer. It was not
the king fingering the arrow; it was not
his admiring the strength and suppleness
at the bow. There must be action. The
king must shoot.
It is not our studying better methods
of prayer that brings the answer. We
must pray. It is not our hearing or
preaching sermons on prayer that counts
most unless we pray. We may be thrilled
over hearing about answers to prayer;
we may read or even write books on how
to pray, but we shall fail if there is no
action, no actual praying. We need to
pray, "Lord, teach us not only how to
pray, but teach us to pray."
The last word is persistence. When
asked to smite upon the ground the
king struck three times and stayed. And
Elisha was angry with him and chided
the king for not striking five or six times.
In other words since the arrow represented victory, why did he not use it to
the maximum? Why limit the victory
by lack of persistence?
How true in the realm of prayer! If
Satan cannot keep us from praying, he
will then try to keep us from praying
through. S. D. Gordon wrote, "Satan
has the power to hold the answer back
for a while: to delay the result for a
time; he has not the power to hold it
back finally if someone understands and
prays with quiet steady perseverance."
Abraham prayed for Sodom and
stopped with ten. I have wondered
what would have happened had he kept
on praying.
The arrow invested by God's prophet
with its potential of victory has its
equivalent in the New Testament where
our heavenly Elisha places in our hands
this mighty weapon of believing prayer,
"What things soever ye desire, when ye
pray, believe that ye receive them, and
ye shall have them" (Mark 11:24). What
wonders we have seen wrought when
this promise was taken at its face value
by definite, importunate, believing
prayer! A Spirit-given faith is the secret
of more effective praying. Lord increase
our faith.
Copyrighted by the Sunday School Times,
used by permission, selected by Hershey'
Gramm.
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"And the Lord said unto him, What is
that in thine hand, and he said, a rod"
(Exodus 4:2).

OD is calling Moses to deliver his
G
people from Egyptian bondage. It
was a time of great suffering and dis-

tress. When the call came to Moses he
felt unable for the task. God asked
Moses what he had in his hand. His
reply was, a rod. No doubt it was his
shepherd's staff, a common ordinary
thing, but through God's power, it was
to be used as a weapon of deliverance.
Let me mention some of the things
we find in our hands. First, we have
our homes which are so comfortable and
convenient. We have abundance of
food and adequate clothing. We have
our children with us; they present a
great challenge for character moulding.
We have our churches, schools, and hospitals.
Mr. Clare Routley, special representative of Canadian Red Cross Society
visited countries across the sea: Austria,
Greece, Lebanon, the Holy Land, and
Morocco. He is one of our Ontario
Public School Inspectors and sponsors
our Junior Red Cross. We have been
receiving Mr. Routley's reports on his
visits to these countries. What a moving
story of suffering and poverty—families
driven from their homes, living in small
huts, sleeping on small mats on mud
floors, and children hungry and cold
with no schools to attend! Thousands of
adolescent boys and girls growing up
with nothing to do, no one to whom they
belong, no bright future!
Our daughter and son-in-law (Mary
and Lester Fretz now in Africa), wrote
of the same thing in Jordan and Cairo.
They reported that you couldn't by any
stretch of your imagination visualize
such poverty. Similar stories come out
of India. Why have we so much and
they so little? Is it not the influence of
our churches and the gospel witness
which we have enjoyed?
We who live in a country where the
Bible has had a place in our churches,
our schools, our homes and in our
hearts, are blessed because of the difference which God makes. During the history of mankind, God has seen fit to
meet the needs of individuals and nations through the ministry of prayer.
This World Day of Prayer speaks of our
faith in a God who answers prayer.
W7hat are the conditions laid down
by God for answered prayer? Prayer
needs to be accompanied by certain
other exercises which often receive little
attention.
August 21, 1961

What Is That in Thine Hand?
Mrs. Edward
Psalm 66:18 says, "If I regard iniquity
(sins) in my heart, the Lord will not
hear me." Here is the reason why so
many prayers of the Lord's people go
unanswered. The nearer we live to God,
the more sensitive we become to sin. If
our Christian experience is lukewarm,
we lose our desire for prayer and if we
do pray it has little effect. So many
prayers close with the request for the
forgiveness of our sins. This request and
personal examination must come first,
before other petitions if our prayers are
to be effective.
James 1:6 says, "Let him ask in faith."
This is another essential for answered
prayer. What is the foundation for our
faith in prayer? It is the Word of God.
Again, I say, What have we in our hand?
The Bible-the living Word of God to
us. What place does the Bible have in
our homes? Do we make it a part of
our daily bread? Do we teach it to our
children? Bible study and prayer must
go together for proper balance in our
Christian lives.
And if we pray God will give us power
to do exploits for Him. A new organ
had been installed in a church in New

Gilmore

York City. It was a rare and costly instrument. The first Sunday it was used,
the electricity went off. A hurried call
for help brought a mechanic. Soon a
note was sent up to the organist: "After
the prayer the power will be on." The
mechanic did not know what profound
truth was expressed. A prayerless
Christian is a powerless Christian. A
prayerless church is a powerless church.
A church that prays mightily will
achieve mightily for God and His Kingdom.
Who is responsible to carry this
prayer burden? So often it is true that
the mother in the home must take the
initiative in family prayers and sometimes in our public prayer meetings. In
this hour of national and international
perils and world crises, many are calling
for special prayer. This indeed, is a
most worthy gesture on the part of our
national leaders.
These are tremendous days in which
to live. The forces of evil are exerting
their strength because Satan knows that
his time is short. The terrible scourge
of communism, the rising tide of nationalism, and the paralyzing effects of
(5)

materialism and selfishness all m a k e the
task of spreading t h e gospel a difficult
and precarious occupation.
These, plus the fact of the near return
of our Lord Jesus Christ, gives a sense
of urgency to the task of the Church.
There is so m u c h to b e done a n d it cannot b e accomplished unless the children
of God rise to the challenge and give
themselves to prayer.
W h e n should w e pray? T h e scripture tells us to pray without ceasing. As
for the time of day, the poet expressed
it so well:
A MOMENT IN THE MORNING

A moment in the morning, ere the cares of
day begin,
Ere the heart's wide door is open for the
world to enter in;
Oh, then alone with Jesus, in the silence of
the morn,
In heaveny sweet communion, let your
joyful day be born.
In the quietude that blesses with a prelude of
repose,
Let your soul be soothed and softened, as
the dew revives the rose.
A moment in the morning—a moment, if not
morels better than an hour when thy trying day
is o'er.
'Tis the gentle dew from heaven, the manna
for the day;
If you fail to gather—alas! it melts away.
So, in the blush of morning take the offered
hand of love,
And walk in heaven's pathway and the
peace that's from above.
Again, m a y I ask, ' W h a t is t h a t in
thine h a n d ? " W i t h all these gifts which
God has given us, comes also responsibility. Jesus in M a t t h e w 25 gives us the
Parable of the Talents. Might we who
have so m u c h b e that servant to w h o m
the Master has given five talents? If so,
h o w are we using these blessings and
gifts?
Vance H a v n e r says t h a t prayer alone
is not enough. If we have the love and
compassion of Christ in our hearts we
will share with a suffering, needy world.
W e must share the gospel, as well as our
material blessings. M a y God bless our
sewing circles a n d relief organizations
through which clothing, food a n d money
are being sent t o feed and clothe the
hungry. M a y G o d give strength to our
Pax boys, doctors, nurses, a n d missionaries w h o are giving themselves to help
a needy world across the seas.
"If my people which are called by
my n a m e shall h u m b l e themselves and
pray and seek my face and turn from
their wicked ways; t h e n will I hear from
heaven, and I will forgive their sins and
will heal their land."
A discussion given at the World Day of
Prayer service at Wainfleet, Ontario.

W

MINISTERS
As Teachers
Alvin L.

Winger

T

HE AUTHOR of eternal salvation, the
Lord Jesus Christ, the H e a d of the
C h u r c h believed in ministers as teachers. Our Lord's last and great Commission emphasized a teaching ministry:
"All power is given unto me in heaven
a n d in earth. Go ye, therefore, and
teach all nations, baptizing t h e m in the
N a m e of the F a t h e r a n d of the Son a n d
of t h e Holy Ghost. Teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have
c o m m a n d e d you, and lo, I am with you
alway, even unto the end of the world.
Amen" (Matt. 28:18-20).
To instruct, counsel, baptize, and
teach were given as a world-wide mission. Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles,
belonged to the category of teaching
ministers. H e was ordained a preacher,
an apostle and a teacher of the Gentiles.
Paul was well qualified, brought u p under the teaching of Gamaliel, one of the
great instructors of the law. O n e of the
qualifications of a bishop in the Early
C h u r c h was, aptness to teach, I Tim. 3:2.
Paul told Timothy, the first bishop of
the Ephesian Church, "And the things
that thou hast heard of m e among many
witnesses, the same commit thou to
faithful men, who shall b e able to teach
others also" ( I I Tim. 2 : 2 ) . Evidently
the leaders in the Apostolic C h u r c h were
able to teach others. T h e r e is a great
need in the present day ministry of every
denomination for ministers w h o are able
to teach the cardinal doctrines of the
faith.
T h e late Bishop Henry Hoffer expressed himself t h u s : "The greatest need in
t h e Brethren in Christ C h u r c h at the
present time is a teaching ministry." I
repeat, the need is great today for ministers who are teachers. If a congregation is favored in having such a minister,
they become established, rooted, a n d
grounded in the faith. Such a ministry
builds and develops strong church m e m bers, not easily affected by false doctrine. They become symmetrical Christians, not lop-sided.
Sometimes we meet t h e entertainer
w h o may entertain for an hour or more,
say much, b u t you learn little. One of
the first lessons the n e w preacher should
learn a n d w e older ones should not forget, is t h e importance of concentrating

on one theme, one line of thought. T h a t
is, if h e expects to teach his audience.
OUTLINE

Every sermon needs an outline just
as every person needs a skeleton. Men's
bones may b e thinly or thickly covered
yet they are a necessity to his well being. So, preacher, cover your outline
well. Sometimes sermons are given without any framework or outline. T h e
preacher rambles all the way from D a n
to Beersheba or from Genesis to Revelation.
Becently I waited with anxious anticipation for the first few sermons of a
newly-elected minister. These would b e
something of an indication of w h a t his
success and usefulness would b e to the
congregation. W h e n he h a d completed
a few messages I concluded he would
make good because I k n e w what h e was
speaking about.
WTe all like to know w h a t we are eating. A glorious mixture might b e all
right in soup although it may b e difficult to n a m e the soup. Most of us prefer roast beef, sirloin steak, trout or
chicken; these give m u c h better results
than just soup.
A minister w h o h a d preached one of
these mixed sermons said to his bishop,
"Do you know I did not know w h a t I
was going to preach about w h e n I went
into the pulpit this morning." T h e bishop
was honest, so replied, "Do you also
know t h a t no one knew w h a t you h a d
p r e a c h e d about w h e n you h a d finished?"
Arrange your material so t h a t it will
converge or center on one theme. To
some the process of arranging comes
somewhat natural, to others—and possibly the most of us—it is the result of
h a r d work.
REQUIREMENTS

T h e r e are some essentials necessary
for a teaching ministry.
You should
know your subject.
Study, meditate,
and pray about it. Search the scriptures, it m a y take hours, perhaps days or
weeks. Every subject ought to b e clearly thought out in the mind of t h e minister. If your o w n vision is misty or
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hazy it is not likely that your audience
will understand the subject.
Like the honey bee in the summer
time, the preacher must be constantly
gathering. He dare not be lazy.
Pray, ask the Holy Ghost to enlighten
your understanding.
Meditate—gather your thoughts together. Think and write if your memoiy
is weak. Many of our best thoughts have
been lost because we failed to record
them. Read good books; cherish the
companionship of great minds.
Keep your eyes and ears wide open.
It is said of Henry Ward Beecher that
one day he stood in front of a jewelry
store in Brooklyn for about an hour.
Then he went into the store. He asked
the proprietor, who was a personal
friend, to allow him to have a few
jewels to take home with him for a day
or two. The next Sunday the great
preacher announced his text "And they
shall be mine saith the Lord of Hosts in
that day when I make up my jewels."
Those who heard that sermon spoke of
it as one of the best ever heard from the
pulpit of Plymouth Church. Beecher
used his eyes, he saw things.
Said the prophet in the olden days
concerning dry and uninteresting preachers of his day, They have seen nothing,
they have no vision and my people are
perishing for the lack of a preacher who
has his eyes and ears wide open.
The preacher's main business is not
to preach sermons but to gather and
proclaim truth. Therefore, preach the
Word, remember Paul's admonition to
Timothy; read I Timothy 4:12-16 and
II Timothy 3:16-17.
ADMONITIONS

Practice the art of meditation, then
form your own conclusions which should
be practical.
Compare scripture with scripture; the
Bible is its best interpreter.
Never call any Bible account a parable when scripture is silent.
Depend on the Holy Ghost for guidance. Also remember the Spirit unfolds
truth only in line with the Bible, never
in an opposite manner. Depending on
the Spirit means alertness accompanied
by a careful study of the Word.
Give bread; cast thy bread upon the
waters, not chaff, straw, whole wheat,
dough or half baked cake.
Give something appetizing, nourishing, enjoyable, strengthening. This will
take time, perseverance, application,
meditation, and prayer. Thus, the Holy
Ghost will bless the ministry of the
Word. Remember God's Word is forever settled in heaven.
—Gormley, Ontario. (For many years the
writer was a member of the Ministerial and
Examining, Board.)
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Wanted: A Confession of Faith
Martin Schrag and Carlton

HE ABOVE title might be the launching
Tpersonal
pad for a vigorous appeal for vital
testimonies as manifestation of
dynamic Christianity. Much as such an
appeal would be in place, the concern
of this message is about another kind of
confession of faith and how you can
participate in a search for a rare document.

Many rare manuscripts, such as the
Dead Sea Scrolls, have been unearthed
in recent years, but there is one document we have reason to suspect lies hidden in some Brethren in Christ attic or
family Bible. And it is a writing of great
interest to the readers of the Evangelical
Visitor, as it was endorsed by several of
the founding fathers of the Brethren in
Christ, or River Brethren as they were
first called.
The truth is that the Confession
wanted is the only material in hand that
dates back to the origin of the Church.
It is of great value, as it provides major
clues to the theology and practice of our
spiritual pioneers.
The confession of faith we are seeking is the German script original (and/
or subsequent German copies) of an
early statement drawn up in the latter
part of the eighteenth century. Two
English translations are in existence, as
will be explained below, but what is
needed is the recovery of the German
copies, known to have been in existence
in the 1930's and 1940's.
One of the English translations is embedded in the book by Morris Engle,
History of the Engle Family in America,
1754-1927. The German original was in
the hands of the author of the book at
the time of writing. Since Morris Engle
lived in Mt. Joy, we conclude that this
copy of the confession was then located

Wittlinger

in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. In
the paragraph introducing the confession, the author affirmed that it was
found in the family Bible of Daniel
Engle, the great grandson of the organizer of the Brethren in Christ Church,
Jacob Engel. The author also stated
that the confession was written by Hans
Moyer "about A.D. 1770." Recent efforts
to locate the German original from which
Morris Engle worked have been unsuccessful, but the value of the document
for the accurate chronicling of the
Brethren in Christ history can hardly be
overestimated.
The second English translation is
found in the book by Dr. A. W. Climenhaga, History of the Brethren in Christ
Church, which was copyrighted in 1942.
In doing research for this book, Dr.
Climenhaga found a German manuscript in Ontario, Canada, in the possession of Bishop Charles Baker. He
had the German translated into English
and incorporated the English rendering
into his book. Dr Climenhaga, by request, returned the document to Canada, but recent efforts to locate it have
been unsuccessful. Of great interest is
the fact that this copy of the confession
was signed by some of the first leaders
of the Church, including Jacob Engel,
John Funk, Benjamin Byer, Philip Stern,
and others. It is obvious by their signatures that these leaders felt the document to be an accurate reflection of early
views of the River Brethren, at least insofar as they were stated in the document.
These are the only two available English translations of the confession. A
comparison of the two can leave no
doubt that they go back to the same
source. At the same time, there are a few
minor differences that could hardly be
attributed to choice of words or phrases
by the translators. It would appear
that alterations were made, or that some
editing was done, somewhere along the
way.
There are a few other references to
an early River Brethren confession of
faith. In the June 1, 1888 issue of the
Evangelical Visitor, it is stated that there
was in the possession of Peter Winger,
Stevensville, Ontario, the early "Rules of
faith and many articles of the church
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dated, 'Donegal, September 21, 1799.'"
A second reference to a confession is
found in the minutes of the General
Council (Conference) of 1874. In those
minutes it is stated the "manuscript of
the confession of the fathers of the
church was read." Lastly, in the oldest
account of the founding of the Brethren
in Christ Church, published in 1848, and
written by an outsider signed as "A
Familiar Friend," mention is made that
about thirty years prior to the writing of
the book, some ministers drew up a
"Compendium of doctrine" which, however, was not approved by the whole
River Brethren group.
Although the sources do not all agree
as to detail, it appears that in the earliest
days of the River Brethren a confession
of faith was in existence and had the approval of at least some of the leaders.
This is our best insight into the thinking
of those who blazed the path of faith.
The English translations reveal to us the
type of Pietism that infused the early
church, and the nature of the relationship that existed with other religious
movements and bodies in existence at
that time. They picture for us the
strength of conviction and depth of
spirituality of the founding fathers.
Do you have any knowledge of copies of this confession of faith? If you do,
search them out. Look in attics, family
Bibles and other possible locations.
Question elderly relatives and friends.
Contact either of the writers of this article if you find any trace of these German manuscripts which are so important
for Brethren in Christ Church History.
NOTE: The writers of this article are members of the faculty of Messiah College. They
have been collaborating in the study of the
confession of faith which is the subject of the
said article—Editor

Transformed
In one of our great churches there
served for a quarter of a century a wonderful minister.
One Sunday at dinner, following the
service, the conversation of a family
turned on the morning church service
and a little boy in the family exclaimed,
"Daddy, I smiled at God in church today and he smiled back at me!" To that
little boy, James Leishman and Jesus
had so lived together all these years that
for that boy God and James Leishman
were indistinguishable. So it has ever
been. Men transformed by the love of
Jesus Christ communicate His presence
to others.
Edward L. R. Elson in AND STILL HE
SPEAKS, The Words of the Risen Christ.
(Fleming H. Revell Company)
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"We were
come back,"
"How can a
at seeing one
to God!"

so happy to see Richard
writes Sister Climenhaga.
missionary express his joy
of his 'children' come back

After Many Days
1947. We were young missionarthen, and many things were new to
Ius.TiesWASSikalongo
had become home to us

already. The work was varied, but we
particularly enjoyed the school boys and
had become attached to the Standard
VI class. How they could sing! There
were thirty boys in that class who were
sitting for their Standard VI examinations in May and we were happy for
them.
Then just before the examinations,
word came from the Chief in the Macha
area that Richard, one of our Standard
VI boys, was being called on a moral
matter. Richard—young and handsome,
bright and eager—and so soon to sit for
his examination! He had professed
Christ as his personal Saviour, too, and
had joined the inquirers' class. Had he
sinned? Had he gone back on the Lord?
Must he leave just as the school examinations were beginning? Our minds
were in a turmoil. Our hearts wanted
him to stay on, to finish his examinations,
but the Chief was calling. He must go.
Yes, he admitted he had sinned. With
heavy hearts we saw Richard leave;
leave without taking the examinations—
a whole year wasted. Leave, having
gone back on the Lord—a whole life
wasted? As he left, our burdened hearts
prayed: "O, Lord, keep him. O Lord,
bring him back to us and to Thee."
«
#
*
The years passed. We passed through
many experiences with our African boys
and girls. Others at times had to leave
school for one reason or another, but always we bade them goodbye with a

David and Dorcas Climenhaga (right) were in
charge of Sikalongo Mission during their first
term in Africa (1946-1953).
This picture
shows (left) the former Bishop Arthur Climenhaga (now President of Messiah College) and
Arlene with his brother and wife on the day
of the latter's ordination as present bishop.

burdened heart and a prayer for their
return.
»
*
*
Last week we sat in the Macha
Church rejoicing with those who were
to be baptized and united with the
Church. One young man attracted our
attention. We looked at him. How eager
and sincere he appeared. The young
man's eyes were riveted upon David's
face as he spoke to them and asked them
their church vows. He answered firmly

(Left) The boys' dormitories at Sikalongo, with the boys lining up for church (1958)
Boys marching to church at Sikalongo.

(Right),
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Miss Lois Jean Sider, Collingwood
Congregation, Canada

and clearly. Again we looked at him.
The Lord could surely use a young man
like this. Fannie Longenecker had told
us about this young man. He was married. She and Jonathan Muleya had
visited them in their home and both he
and his wife had accepted the Lord as
their Saviour. Now, they were active
in the Church work at Livingstone
where a new Church is being built. They
wanted to be baptized and unite with
the church so Fannie had brought them
to Macha. The service went on.
In our thoughts we returned to 1947.
Again we were young missionaries and
we were seeing Richard leave Sikalongo.
We felt again the heaviness of heart as
we bade him goodbye and fervently
prayed: "O Lord, bring him back to us
and to Thee."
Now, as we sat in the Macha Church,
there was rejoicing. After many years,
Richard had come back, and this young
man was he. Our hearts prayed a grateful prayer: "O Lord, we have proved
again that you answer prayer. You
have brought him back! Thank you,
Lord."
—Dorcas Climenhaga

Miss Erma Mann,
Fairview Congregation, Ohio

Graybill and Ethel Brubaker with their "three R's"
Richard (left), Ray, and Robert. Sailing September 1,
direct from New York to Capetown,
Moore McCormack line.

New Recruits for Rhodesia to
Arrive by Plane in Bulawayo
on August 16
"I don't know how you feel," wrote
one missionary to another after both had
been in the new land just six months,
"but I'm tired being green."
Fraij especially for all new missionaries.

"We return to Rhodesia grateful to God
and the Church for a rewarding and refreshing furlough, and trusting God for
daily protection and provision as the
Church stands with us."
—Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Brubaker, Jr.

Preaching the Gospel in the
"Inner-City Areas"
(See Cover)
MONG the movements of our times,
"moving to the suburbs" is one of
great significance. In its efforts to be aggressive much of the Protestant effort
has followed this migration. It takes
only a little reflection, however, to realize that this migration does not create a
vacuum for there are literally millions
of Americans who live in the "innercity" areas of the great metropolitan
areas of our nation.
The Brethren in Christ Mission remains a lighthouse in the "inner-city"
area of Chicago. Here the Gospel is
preached and young lives are touched
amid the shiftings of population.
The recent Bible School was another
in a long established series. In the picture are represented a vast potential for
good in tomorrow's world, should the
Lord tarry. Many of these children have
accepted the Lord. The precious seed
of the Word is being planted in the
hearts of never dying souls.
Special features and varied approaches are standard fare at the Mission. Skits, illustrated talks, and the ministry of talented speakers are all employed with prayer and compassion, that
by all means, they may win some.
It is reported that the Catholics have
predicted that within 20 years there will
remain no Sunday Schools within the
city limits of Chicago. May the church
pray that an evangelical witness will
remain strong in this vast field.

A
A Young Indigenous Church
Through the years many Santals have come
to know the Lord as their personal Saviour
during their stay at Madhipura Christian Hospital.
We have made it a policy to wait until
several members of a family are Christians,
and then baptize them in their home village.
Sometime ago, we visited a village to witness one of these occasions. The mother had
been an in-patient for several months at our
hospital. Her husband stayed periodically with
her and he too became a Christian plus their
oldest son. There are other Christians in the
village so each Sunday this group of about
15 Christians worship together.
The Monnuscript

(Left) Sikalongo C. S. L. boys at camp. Worshipping, learning, camping, working on the
mission—thus impressions are made for eternity, as in the case of Richard whose story
appears herewith. For the missionary, for the pray-er, at home or abroad—"Toiling, rejoicing,
sorrowing"—but finally "with rejoicing," Psalm 126:6. (Right) The Sikalongo School
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" W e Return to Rhodesia"
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HOME
The Home Where God
is God

III. Blessed are they who have a
sense of humor, for this attribute will be
a handy shock absorber.
IV. Blessed are the married couples
who abstain from the use of alcoholic
beverages.
V. Blessed are they who love their
mates more than any other person in
the world, and who joyfully fulfill their
marriage vow of a lifetime of fidelity
and mutual helpfulness to one another.
VI. Blessed are they who attain to
parenthood, for children are an heritage
of the Lord.
VII. Blessed are they who remember
to thank God for their food before they
partake of it and who set apart some
time each day for the reading of the
Bible and prayer.
VIII. Blessed are those mates who
never speak loudly to one another and
who make their home a place "where
seldom is heard a discouraging word."
IX. Blessed are the husband and wife
who faithfully attend the worship services of the church and who work together in the church for the advancement of Christ's kingdom.
X. Blessed are the husband and wife
who can work out adjustments without
interference from relatives.
XI. Blessed is the couple which has
complete understanding about financial
matters and has worked out a perfect
partnership with all the money under
the control of both.
XII. Blessed are the husband and
wife who humbly dedicate their lives
and their home to Christ and who practice the teachings of Christ in the home
by being unselfish, loyal and loving.

1. The husband will see that the
family worships together in the home.
2. Husband and wife will cooperate
in making regular attendance at all the
services of the church a matter taken
for granted by the family.
3. The parents will cultivate appreciation of the efforts of others in the
church and family who serve in any
capacity.
4. The family will pray together
audibly about any problem or concern
that has come to the public attention.
5. The parents will lead the family in
planning ways of actively helping others
to find the solutions to their problems,
by improving their own attitudes and
conduct.
6. Each member of the family will
tithe conscientiously and make plans together for generous offerings to the outreach ministries of the church.
7. Less money will be spent in this
home for personal pleasures and comforts beyond necessity than for missions
and evangelism.
8. There will be a consistent effort to
keep the standard of living at a moderate average, so that greater investment
can be made in raising the spiritual
standards of perishing millions.
9. Simplicity will be a matter of
Christian stewardship.
10. The atmosphere of this home will
—GOSPEL HERALD
be kept as free of the taint or taste of
sin and evil as is possible. This calls
for the preventive more than the remedial discipline of the whole person all
the time.
11. The viewpoint of God Himself
For Families Everywhere
will be brought to bear upon any issue
that arises for consideration—Is it for the
God bless the homes of earth today,
Glory of God?
God bless each family, we pray,
12. An attitude of trustful confidence
Who turn to Thee for every need.
will prevail through good or ill, with an
Give them Thy food on which to feed
emphasis upon thankfulness to God for
Give them Thy wisdom—bless each one:
all things.
Thy father, mother, daughter, son
—Ruth Dourte
Who gather at a table spread
With simple fare: good meat and bread.
Accept the thanks they offer Thee,
Beatitudes for the
May they not fail in loyalty
And courtesy to Thee, their guest.
Married Couple
And bless their days, and may they rest
I. Blessed are the husband and wife When night comes down on lane and
street;
who continue to be affectionate, considerate, and loving after the wedding May life for them be rich and sweet,
With the wealth of Thy great loving
bells have ceased ringing.
care.
II. Blessed are the husband and wife
who are as courteous to one another as God bless the families everywhere.
—Grace Noll Crowell
they are to their friends.
(10)

*Q. IS there such a thing as using a
television for a "good" purpose in the
Christian home?

A. It is difficult to answer this question
without reckoning with the basic problem of whether or not television should
be found in the Christian
home. I will say a word
about this later.
In answer to the question,
I would say "yes." Since
TV as an instrument is
innocent, and since not everything on
TV is bad, thus some must be good and
since some genuine Christians have TV
in their home, I believe the answer must
be, Yes, it can be used for a good purpose. One of the great benefits is the
bringing together of news from around
the world and giving actual views of the
scene where world news was made. This
is informative. Certain evangelistic religious programs have been released.
This is inspiring. So it is possible to receive the good of information and inspiration.
My conscience prohibits me from saying this much without including a warning. We all know that many of the programs on TV are neither informative nor
inspirational. They are purely entertainment, and much of this entertainment is on a low level morally. Thus I
question the advisability of Christians,
especially those with growing children
in the homes, having TV at all. We must
reckon first with the stewardship of time.
TV keeps people from work, keeps them
from reading, from praying and, too
many times, keeps them from attending
the house of God. This being true, we
are forced to accept the danger of TV
as being a thief of our time.
Even for the mature Christian who
may be retired and have much time to
watch TV, there is subtle, but glaring
danger of developing spiritual deficiency
because of cultivating an appetite for
the shallow, cheap or maybe even vulgar type of entertainment.
If TV is in Christian homes and if it
shall be productive of good, I believe
there must be a close censorship submitted to by everyone and a heavy selfdiscipline administered, even by mature
Christians.
-H. A. G.
Evangelical
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PREACHERS
Know Your Ministers

Rev. I. Raymond Conner
REV. ISAAC R A Y M O N D

T

CONNER

received him into the membership of
the church.
Immediately he felt a call to Christian service a n d readily accepted duties
in the church and in the Sunday School.
While fulfilling these responsibilities a
definite call came to him to preach the
gospel. H e resisted it for some time because h e felt his inadequacy. God kept
on calling a n d he b e g a n to accept invitations to hold services and to substitute
for other ministers.
As h e studied God's W o r d h e became
very m u c h aware of the fact that there
is another experience b e y o n d t h a t of
conversion. H e sought a n d received this
experience and b e g a n to preach it. H e
purposed to obey C o d even though some
of the higher officials of the church to
which he belonged thought h e was going overboard. T h e y w i t h d r e w his license privileges. H e k e p t on preaching
the W o r d and the blessing of God was
evident. Later he b e c a m e acquainted
with the Brethren in Christ Church.
H e is an acceptable minister a n d doing God's work in the state of Virginia.
Some members of his family have also
joined our brotherhood being in full accord with us in doctrine and practice.
May God continue to bless the work
in Virginia as this servant of God works
side b y side with t h e pastors of the
other congregations.

HE SUBJECT of our sketch on this occasion is not as well k n o w n to our
brotherhood as some w h o have h a d a
long heritage in the church.
Brother
Conner is serving as pastor of one of our
churches in Virginia and w e appreciate
the fine work being done.
H e became acquainted with the
Brethren in Christ C h u r c h in a rather
mysterious way in 1954 and believes that
it was definitely planned of God. H e
was so impressed with the doctrine as
—E. J. Swalm
t a u g h t that h e very shortly applied for
membership a n d was given a license to
preach. In 1955 h e was ordained to the
ministry and is now pastoring the Adney
G a p congregation.
H e was a welcome boy in the home
of Walter a n d Arminda Conner w h e r e
Earl M. Sider
h e was born in September 1913. T h e r e
w e r e already five girls in the family. His
PREACHING
father, a h a r d working farmer and sawmill operator kept him very busy as a
REACHING is a divine call to proclaim
boy, giving very little opportunity to
the gospel of Jesus Christ. It is a
achieve an education. H e did, however, sacred ministry, a great privilege and refinish the ninth grade. His parents w e r e sponsibility, having tremendous influmembers of the Primitive
Baptist ence a n d rewards.
Church.
Their opposition to Sunday
God calls a n d anoints preachers with
School closed his way to attend Sunday the Holy Spirit. Jesus Himself said "The
School in his early years.
Spirit of the Lord is upon m e for h e
As h e grew a little older h e would hath anointed me to preach the gospel
walk a few miles over the hills to a to the poor, to preach deliverance to the
Methodist church. H e r e h e h e a r d shout- captives . . . to preach the acceptable
ing and praying and w o n d e r e d w h a t it year of the Lord." Following Pentecost
was all about. On September 7, 1932 h e the apostles and Christians "went everymarried Eleanor Ruth Clower w h o m h e where preaching." And down to the
h a d m e t just about three years before. present day God has been anointing His
T h e y attended the Methodist church messengers to save m e n by "the foolishbecause she was already a m e m b e r of .ness of preaching."
that church. H e came u n d e r such heavy
A preacher is one w h o "exhorts a n d
conviction that h e quit several b a d proclaims
with earnestness." Jonah
habits b u t was not really converted until "preached the preaching" God gave him.
two years later. H e was saved in an Jeremiah felt "the b u r d e n of the W o r d
old-fashioned revival conducted by E l - of the Lord," for God's W o r d was in his
b e r t Boyer, a Methodist preacher, w h o heart as a burning fire. John the Bap-

Preaching, Pastoring,
Praying

P
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tist, a "burning and shining light,"
p r e a c h e d repentance. T h e apostles, forbidden b y the Council to preach, "ceased
not to preach Jesus Christ." Paul said,
"Woe is unto m e if I preach not." Chrysostom, Luther, Wesley, E d w a r d s , Graham,
and
our
missionaries,
have
preached, proclaiming with earnestness
a n d urgency, the gospel of Christ.
T h e preacher has one theme—Jesus
Christ. Every m a n wants Christ. Christ
must b e the preacher's t h e m e a n d the
preacher must b e full of his subject. It
is not enough to b e filled with the Holy
Spirit, he must also b e filled with a
knowledge of Christ as revealed in the
Bible. H e must love the Book. H e must
"Consider thy W o r d s more than my
necessary food." "More precious than
gold, yea than m u c h fine gold." This
makes him God's flaming a n d enlightening evangel.

P

PASTORING

ASTORING means shepherding.
This
cannot b e done standing b e h i n d t h e
pulpit "proclaiming" to the flock. While
t h e pastor needs anointing in the pulpit
h e also needs anointing to reach, to
touch a n d p e r s u a d e m e n b y personal
contact. H e does his most effective work
pastoring in t h e homes, by keeping himself, as God's representative, in the heart
of the family circle. In his family contacts he is not always preaching, for
"the preacher who is always preaching
seldom preaches," b u t rather h e enters
into the sympathies of each family, to
win their confidence in Christ a n d win
them for Christ.
T h e pastor's love for m e n makes him
a gentleman in every home, welcome to
every household. H e is tactful in all his
contacts. T a c t has been defined as a
"finer love." This finer love is portrayed
in his personality and the personality
that is the warmest will b e the most
skilled in tact, having no respect to persons or homes. Whatever might b e the
scholarly tastes or habits of the pastor,
like his Master, h e seeks out and adapts
himself to the needy. He considers each
m e m b e r of his congregation a n d community as a separate and sacred trust.
Whatever the pastor is will determine
w h a t he says a n d does. His character
will either help or hinder his work. "The
visible rhetoric of his daily conduct is
more decisive in influence t h a n t h e
audible rhetoric of his sermons." H e
cannot deceive his people. "There must
b e a transparent manliness, sanctified b y
the love of God."
PRAYING

In the English Dictionary and in a
Bible Concordance the w o r d prayer is
directly before t h e word preach. Just
so with the minister, prayer precedes
(11)

preaching and pastoring. Paul instructed
Timothy, "First of all, supplication,
prayers, and intercessions." This must
be the order for every minister. Jesus
withdrew into solitude to pray. Epaphras "labored fervently in prayer." Paul
prayed night and day because, "I have
you in my heart." The preacher and
pastor who has the people in his heart
prays, supplicates, intercedes.
Prayer does something for the prayer. This is the important thing. Prayer
reveals our fears, our selfness, our barrenness of spirit and the futility of human effort. Prayer warms the soul and
gives the heart beat of God. Prayer gives
energy for service. Prayer opens the
heart so that, like Jesus, the preacher
and pastor "pours out his soul," himself
even "unto death." It makes him a dayby-day living sacrifice. No one's ministry is really effective until there is a
pouring out of the soul.
Prayer opens the eyes of the minister
enabling him to "see" men. Self centeredness sees self. Christ centeredness
sees what Christ saw, the people, the
multitudes. We read, "Jesus saw the
multitudes"; "I saw thee." Jesus had eyes
that "saw" people—the beggars, the lepers, the widows, the children, the sinners, and was moved with compassion.
The minister "sees" people and is moved
only as he prays.
What shall the minister do about the
transgressors? What can we do? Do
as his Master! He made intercession for
the transgressors. Preaching, instructing, explaining, do not reach and draw
transgressors, but intercession does.
People are led into the deeper life, the
life of holiness, by the praying, not the
preaching, minister. This was Paul's
method and secret of success. "My little
children, of whom I travail in birth
again until Christ be formed in you."
The preaching of holiness is appealing
when preceded by fervent and travailing
prayer.
Niagara Christian College, Fort Erie, Out.

BULLETIN-BITS
Donald Shafer, pastor at Elizabethtown, Pa.,
and John Z. Martin, President of Upland College, shared in the midweek service at Abilene,
Kansas the evening of July 12.
Dearborn, Michigan, conducted a week of
special services July 16 to 23 with Joseph
Vanderveer as evangelist.
Doyle and Thelma Book, missionaries to
Japan, were featured in a farewell service at
Upland, California, Sunday evening, July 30.
The congregations of southern Ohio joined
in a farewell service for the Warren Shermans
Sunday evening, July 30. They leave Pleasant
Hill, Ohio to assume the pastorate at the
Village Church, Nappanee, Indiana.
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The Upland College Royalaires Male Quartet
began their summer tour June 6 at Phoenix,
Arizona, concluding a three months tour August
30 at Denver, Colorado.
Henry Cinder and Henry Hostetter shared
the devotional periods in the Family Life Conference near Manheim, Pa., July 29-30. The
Conference featured Dr. Clyde Narramore as
guest speaker.
Word comes from Africa that nine-monthsold Greta, daughter of George and Rachel Kibler has been stricken with polio and is in the
Bulawayo Hospital in Southern Rhodesia.
The churches of Saskatchewan conducted
their summer camp July 25-30. Guest speakers
were Dr. and Mrs. Jesse Lady, Upland, California; Roy Sider, Sherkston, Ontario; and
Melvin Stauffer, Sandusky, Michigan.
Samuel Longenecker, Chaplain of the Dauphin County prison, Pa., spoke to the Crusaders
and brought the evening message at Cross
Roads, Pa., Sunday evening July 23.
The Fairland Church, Pa., conducted a service at the Lebanon County jail, Sunday afternoon, July 30.
Luke L. Keefer and Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Woodland were guest speakers for the Minister's Retreat of the Central Conference August
18-10. The sessions were held at the Memorial
Holiness Camp, West Milton, Ohio.
The project of the Summer Bible School at
Chino, California was a washing machine for
Japan. A total of $170.10 was received. It
will accompany the Doyle Books to Japan.
Christian Union, Indiana reports eleven per
cent increase in the second quarter of '61 over
a year ago with an average attendance of 74.
The Atlantic Beacon reports the ordination
of Leon Herr, pastor of the Bethel Church in
Virginia. The service was held July 16 with
Simon Lehman, Jr., of Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
preaching the sermon. Henry Ginder reports
a large attendance with excellent interest at
the United Tent Revival Campaign held during
the month of July at Adneys Gap, Va.
Kenbrook Bible
of 64 girls for the
total of 173 boys
one-week periods

Camp reports an attendance
first week of girls' camp. A
were enrolled in the three
of boys' camps.

Pastor David McBeth, Palmyra, Pa., reports
on visit of Dr. Clyde Narramore, Sunday
Morning, July 30: Men's Fellowship Breakfast
—120 present representing 20 churches; his
theme, "How to be a Good Leader." Sunday
School Hour, 120 youth from four neighboring Sunday Schools joined our own record attendance of 271—total 391, to hear Dr. Narramore teach from II Timothy 2:1-9. In morning worship, his message, "A Psychologist
Looks at Conversion" was spoken to an audience of 344.
The Life Line Mission in San Francisco has
immediate need for men's shoes. These are
needed in the rehabilitation work being carried on in the mission program.
Pastor John Schock, DeRossett, Tennessee,
spoke for morning devotions over Station
WSMT, Sparta, July 3-7.
CONOY, P A .

The Conoy congregation held their fourteenth Annual Bible School June 19-30 with
Mahlon Frey as superintendent. The average

attendance was 104, a group of eager and
energetic boys and girls. There was an adult
Bible class taught by our pastor, C. R. Heisey.
This study was based on the book of Philippians. The series "Living for Jesus" was used
for the children.
We had various speakers for the different
nights. Among these were Bro. and Sr. Doyle
Book, Japan, Bro. and Sr. Fred Holland, Africa,
Verna Mae Ressler, New Mexico, Catherine
Hershey of Child Evangelism, and Bro. and
Sr. Ray Brubaker from Florida. Bro. and Sr.
Brubaker spoke to the school on decision night
and four young people accepted Christ as their
Saviour. W e are trusting that the Word as it
was sown will bear fruit.
An offering was taken each evening, the total
amount of which was $150.47. This is being
used towards the purchase of a stove for the
mission home in Japan.
-R. N. B.
MONTGOMERY, P A . DEDICATES N E W ORGAN

In the morning worship service June 4, 1961,
a beautiful Hammond organ was dedicated "To
the exaltation and worship of Almighty God
through melodies of praise and gratitude."
The organ, a gift from the members of the
Jacob M. Myers family was given to the church
in memory of the late Bishop Jacob M. Myers.
George Myers, representing the family, made
the presentation. Stine P. Hess, a member of
the Trustee Board made the official response,
and J. Lester Myers, our present pastor and
member of the Myers family, led in the rite of
dedication and prayer. This gift, given in the
memory of Bro. Myers who so faithfully served,
is deeply appreciated by the congregation.
In appreciation for thirty-three years of
faithful service during which time he has
served as bishop and pastor, the congregation
sent J. Lester Myers on a visit to the mission
field in Africa. Bro. and Sr. Myers served a
term of service as missionaries in Africa during
the 1920's. Accompanied by Norman Meyers,
the father of Jaye Meyers who is completing a
I W term in Africa, they left Idlewild Airport
July 10 going via London, England, Salisbury,
Africa then on to Bulawayo. Bro. Meyers will
assist in some evangelistic services while visiting the mission fields.
Other recent activities in our congregation
included a program by the Royalaires Quartet
from Upland College; our Annual Sunday
School Outing which was held at the Upton
Community Center; and a very moving service
the evening of July 12 when Norman Wingert
so vividly showed by word and picture the
plight of so many needy people around the
world.
Arthur Grove of Waukena, California spoke
to us in a morning service and a Church of
the Brethren minister, Charles Martin, spoke
in one of our midweek services.
ANTRIM, PA.

Our Summer Vacation Bible School was held
July 10-21 with a concluding program on Sunday evening, the 23rd. The project was. Christian Literature for Africa. The last evening
Ruth Hock, missionary on furlough from
Africa, and an exchange student. Allen
Kapenge from Messiah College brought some
first hand reports on Africa. A total of $553.00
was raised to buy literature.
Amos Buckwalter and the Royalaires Quartet representing Upland College gave a special
program the evening of June 27. Eber Dourte
spoke to us in our prayer service the following
evening. Bro. and Sr. Howard Wolgemuth
spoke to us and showed slides of the needs in
Cuba.
Four new members received the rite of
water baptism Sunday, July 16.
L. A. W.

Evangelical

Visitor

tetter, Jr., speaking on the theme "Pioneering
in Peace Corps Work." In response to the
message, the MCC workers presented a musical
response, "Now Let Every Tongue Adore
Thee" and "Jesus, Priceless Treasure." They
were directed by Gerald Leinbach.
Following are some thought provoking
quotes: "Who crucified Christ; Pilate, Judas,
the Pharisees, the Mob, You, Me? No, it was
love! . . . Love goes to the defense of others
not self . . . True love is the kind a sinner cannot demonstrate . . . Christians aren't a controlling factor, they're a conscience . . . They
have so little, we so much."
The financial response was good. With all
expenses paid one-third of the offerings received were allocated to relief. The testimony
of this Conference will continue to live in the
hearts of those who availed themselves of this
life-enriching experience.
—Henry F. Landis

Ot/iJ&ftA
Baptismal Service at Shenks congregation, Pa.
John Arthur Brubaker, pastor and John H.
Martin, assistant pastor, administering the rite
of water baptism.
SHENKS U N I O N

CHURCH,

PA.

During the "Week of Evangelism" nearly a
score of souls sought the Lord at an altar of
prayer. Under the ministry of Bishop Henry
Ginder the saints were refreshed and the unsaved made hungry for salvation. W e appreciated the response among the children, remembering that they have their whole lives to give
to the Lord.
Our pastor, John Arthur Brubaker, and John
Martin, our associate pastor, conducted a baptismal service Sunday afternoon, June 4. Fifteen received the rite of water baptism which
was administered in the Conewago Creek on
the Floyd Bisser farm near Bellaire. It was a
service in which the Lord's presence was
keenly felt.
REPORT O F 1961 PEACE

CONFERENCE

A beautiful cool evening, July 7th marked
the beginning of an outstanding Peace Conference which convened on the Roxbury Camp
Grounds.
Inspiration, information and challenge graced the sessions which continued
over the week end of July 8 and 9. Dedicated
speakers gave of their very best in delivering
the burden of their hearts concerning a necessary witness for peace in a world that is tense
with wars and rumors of war.
Although the Conference seemed a bit
monopolized by Hostetters, namely, B. Charles
Hostetter, pastor of the Mennonite Hour;
Henry N. Hostetter, Executive Secretary of
the Board for World Missions, and C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., Chairman of the Mennonite
Central Committee, one was not aware of this
because of their complete dedication to the
task of presenting the Peace Witness. Other
speakers of the Conference were Norman Wingert, relief worker, writer, and lecturer; Arthur
M. Climenhaga, President of Messiah College,
and Alden M. Long of the Bible Department
of Messiah College. E . J. Swalm and Clayton
Hershey, chairman and assistant chairman of
the Peace, Relief and Service Committee served
as chairmen of the sessions.
Attendance while beginning on the small
side climaxed Sunday evening with an estimated one thousand for the evening session.
This was a commissioning service for fifty-four
outgoing MCC workers with Dr. C. N. Hos-
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BROSEY—William David, born February 24,
1961 to Mr. and Mrs. John Brosey, Shenks
congregation, Pa.
GROVE—Kimberly Ann, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Grove, July 6, 1961, Antrim congregation, Pa.
MONGAN—Jodi Ann, born to George and
Peggy Mongan, July 1, 1961, Ringgold congregation, Md.
MUSSER—David Lynn, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Musser, June 16, 1961, Mt. Tabor congregation, Pa.
MYERS—Donna Lynn, born to Amos and
Gladys Myers, May 7, 1961, Ringgold congregation, Md.
EBERSOLE—Paul Karl, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Ebersole, July 25, 1961, Palmyra congregation, Pa.

§¥$£fcfrjt§4
ANDERSON-MILNE—On Saturday July 22,
1961, at the Sixth Line Brethren in Christ
Church, Mr. Gilbert James Anderson of Orangeville, Ontario and Miss Mary Evelyn Milne of
CoUingwood, Ontario were united in the
bonds of matrimony. The ceremony was performed by Bishop E. J. Swalm.
EICHSTADT-COBB—Saturday
evening,
June
3, 1961 Janna Mae, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Tyrus Cobb of Sheboygan, Wisconsin and
William Eichstadt, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Eichstadt, Sr., of Sheboygan, Wisconsin were united in marriage. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. G. G. Lyons, grandfather of the bride in the Sheboygan Brethren
in Christ Church.
MUSSER-GLICK—Miss Ruth Anna Glick of
Shippensburg, Pa., became the bride of Chester
Musser, son of Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Musser,
Chambersburg, Pa. July 22, 1961. The ceremony was performed by their pastor, Rev. Wilbur Benner in the Air Hill Church.

OSiimttiieA
BUCHER—Fannie Fike Bucher, born April 10,
1871 at Dysart, Iowa, passed away April 20,
1961 in the Goshen Hospital, Goshen, Indiana.

She was in ailing health for twenty years,
spending the last eight years in a wheel chair.
On the next to the last Sunday that she lived
she had open house when some fifty friends
called to express greetings and wish her well
on her ninetieth birthday.
She was married to Peter Bucher who preceded her in death in 1935. She was converted at an early age and became a member
of the Brethren in Christ Church. She retained her membership at the Union Grove
Church. She manifested a marked degree of
patience and fortitude during her many years
of illness.
She is survived by one brother, Tobias who
lived with her and cared for her. Surviving
also are three stepsons, Joseph Bucher of Bristol, Jacob Bucher of Milford, and James Bucher
of Portland, Oregon. Thirteen step-grandchildren and fourteen great-step-grandchildren besides many other relatives and friends survive.
Funeral services were in charge of Carl G.
Stump and Kenneth Hollinger of the New
Paris Church of the Brethren. Interment was
in the New Paris Cemetery.
MCCOY—Melvin Michael, 27-months-old son
of Melvin and Barbara McCoy of Syracuse,
Indiana died at the Riley Hospital in Indianapolis. He died of a rare bone and blood
disease after about one year of illness.
Surviving are his parents, two brothers Ralph
and James, and a sister Terry, all at home.
Maternal and paternal grandparents also survive. Funeral services were held at the Rohrer
Funeral Chapel with Carl G. Stump officiating.
Burial was in the New Paris Cemetery.
SCHELL—Anna Hoover Schell born December 14, 1867 near Gormley, Ontario died at
the Stouffville Nursing Home July 15, 1961.
She was united in marriage to Levi Schell on
September 22, 1885. With the exception of a
few years in California and about five years in
Welland, Ontario they spent all their lives in
the Markham vicinity. Her husband preceded
her in death October 16, 1928.
She accepted the Lord as her Saviour at the
age of ten years and soon thereafter united
with the Brethren in Christ Church at Heise
Hill. She served with her husband at the
Welland Mission for five years prior to his
death in 1928. Her cheerful, consistent Christian life was an inspiration to all who knew
her.
Surviving are four children: Lewis of Toronto, Mrs. Henry Steckley of Scarborough, Mrs.
Lloyd Moyer, Stouffville and Mrs. L o m e Miller
of Markham. One son, Harvey, died in infancy.
Eight grandchildren, eight great-grandchildren
and two great-great-grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Heise Hill Church, Gormley, Ontario. Pastor
William Vanderbent and Bishop E. J. Swalm
officiated.
Interment was in the Heise Hill
Cemetery.
THUMA—B. F. Thuma was b o m October 26,
1881 and passed away July 19, 1961. He
was converted at an early age and united with
the Brethren in Christ Church.
He was united in marriage to Fanny Etter
March 1, 1902. Besides his wife, he is survived
by the following children: Elizabeth at home,
Benjamin of Mt. Joy, Pa., Mrs. Amer Herr,
Ludlow Falls, Ohio; Mrs. Roy Mann, Everett,
Pa.; Daniel, Dillsburg, Pa., Mrs. Virgil Kirtsham, Springfield, Ohio, Dr. Alvan Thuma,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa, and Mrs. John
D. Eyster, Thomas, Oklahoma. Also surviving
are twenty-three grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren. He was preceded in death by
Leah in 1920, David in 1930 and the former
Mrs. J. Ezra Cassel in 1945.
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He was a member of the church group that
organized the Sunday school at Pleasant Hill in
1912. Since its founding h e maintained a keen
interest in the Memorial Holiness Camp Meeting located near West Milton, Ohio. He was
blest with a vital Christian experience. He
will b e remembered for his strong religious
convictions, his sociability, and exuberant faith
in God that sustained him to the end.
Funeral services were held at the Highland
Church with E. J. Rohrer and Andrew Slagenweit officiating. Interment was in the Highland Cemetery.
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on June 27 via Pan American Airlines for Bakwanga, Congo. T h e chicks will b e used by
Congo Protestant Relief Agency to start a
poultry program for the Baluba people.
In preparation for their arrival, CPRA men
have constructed several shelters with homemade brooders and feeders for small chicks and
have stored a quantity of feed. At the age of
six weeks, the chicks will be distributed to
groups of refugees in selected villages. Need
for the project is caused by lack of protein in
the diet of the people and the scarcity of meat
and eggs in the area. The number of chicks
to be sent in the future will be determined by
the degree of success of this first shipment.
Cost of the first shipment of chicks was paid
by a contribution from t h e Summer Bible
School of the Neflsville Mennonite Church,
Neftsville, Pa. Heifer Project shipped the
chicks and International Cooperation Administration of the US government provided the
air transportation.

ect, Inc. The scarcity of meat and eggs in t h e
Bakwanga area and consequent lack of protein in the diet of the people creates a need for
this project. Before the arrival of the chicks,
several shelters with homemade brooders and
feeders for small chicks were constructed and
a quantity of feed was stored. The chicks will
be distributed at the age of six weeks.
CIM missionary Archie Graber, who directed
the CPRA food relief program during the past
winter, is now supervising the refugee assistance
program. Glen Rocke, also of CIM, worked
with Graber until May 30, when he returned to
the U. S. for three months.
An American Poultryman in Greece
Paul Carlson

( IOANNINA, GREECE ) — A young Pennsylva-

nia poultryman felt a sense of personal satisfaction when t h e King and Queen of Greece
recently dug their forks into plump "Ioannina
FORTY-NINE WORKERS COMMISSIONED FOR
broilers."
SERVICE
The birds, which dress at a little more than
Akron, Pa. (MCC)— A commissioning service
two pounds, are becoming so popular that
CPRA N o w WORKING IN REHABILITATION
on Sunday, July 9, climaxed a two-week period
they are now being shipped from this craggy
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Correspondence from
of orientation for 4 9 new MCC workers who
mountainous region of Epirus in northern
are leaving for assignments throughout the workers in the Congo indicates that the BakGreece as far south as Athens and to such
wanga relief program of Congo Protestant Reworld. T h e commissioning service was held at
well-known tourists spots as Corfu.
the Roxbury Camp Grounds, Roxbury, Pa., and lief Agency has turned in the direction of reSo when t h e King and Queen made their
habilitation
projects—small
industries
and
anialso served as the final session of a peace conference of the Peace, Relief and Service Com- mal husbandry. Food supplies stockpiled by recent visit to Ioannina, a local hotel owner
decided to serve his royal guests the new
the UN have been adequate for the refugees
mittee of the Brethren in Christ Church.
"kotopoulo" instead of the tough, scrawny nathus far.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Chairman of MenA major part of the CPRA rehabilitation tive birds.
nonite Central Committee, brought t h e comOn hand to receive the order was Paul M.
missioning address on the subject, "Pioneering program is a project for providing building
Harnish, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H.
in Peace Corps Work." In addition to MCC materials for refugees, described as follows by
Ernest Lehman, MCC Congo director: "The
Harnish of Lancaster, Pa., who came here in
personnel, five volunteers with the Peace, Rescene behind the CPRA office is a lumber yard
September, 1959, to assist this remote underlief and Service Committee of the Brethren in
of dramatic activity. CPRA trucks bring wood
developed area by the use of more up-to-date
Christ Church were commissioned for service
in large quantities from sawmills near Mwene
farming methods.
in Northern and Southern Rhodesia. T h e
Energetic Paul Harnish, a former 4-H Club
Brethren in Christ workers commissioned are Ditu. Sheet metal for roofing is obtained wholemember and a graduate of Lancaster MennonDale Hess, Elizabethtown, Pa.; Carl Knepper, sale from Luluabourg, Bakwanga or Mwene
Ditu.
Using
a
power
saw,
a
crew
of
24
refuite High School, brought into the program the
Mechanicsburg, Pa.; Earl Lebo, Mechanicsgee employees cuts the materials into pieces
experience gained on his father's dairy-poultry
burg, Pa.; Robert Mann, Everett, Pa.; and
usable
for
building.
Some
of
the
wood
is
asfarm, which raises some 4,000 layers.
Caroline Pyke, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
sembled into roof trusses—units of framework
The June 27-July 11 MCC orientation school
was t h e third and largest school held in 1961. for house roofs.
M.C.C. N E W S N O T E , AKRON, P A .
"The refugees buy trusses, roofing and nails
Another period of orientation is planned for
As a result of mounting tensions over Berand
construct
for
themselves
serviceable,
and
Aug. 2-16. Orientation helps to prepare worklin the flow of refugees to West Berlin in early
inexpensive
shelters,
using
m
u
d
bricks
for
the
ers for specific assignments and to impart an
July is reported to be up to 1,000 per day,
understanding of MCC program and philosophy. walls. Refugees come on foot, on bicycle, on
writes Peter Dyck, M C C European Director.
passing
trucks,
and
any
other
way
from
far
Workers have the opportunity to become
The daily average in June was 444 and in
and
wide
to
buy
this
building
material.
It
is
acquainted with each other, thus creating a
May was 518. A total of 13,320 refugees from
the
only
place
where
the
entire
assortment
of
bond of fellowship among MCC personnel in
Soviet-occupied
Germany arrived at the
these materials is available. Cost of the maall areas of service. Orientation schools are
Marienfelde reception center in West Berlin
planned and directed by the Personnel Office. terials is the wholesale price plus basic transduring June, as compared with 16,061 in May.
port and handling expenses. Sales are restricted
FOREIGN RELIEF
About 23 per cent of the refugees arriving in
to refugee consumers.
June were classified as unaccompanied juveniles
Seventeen of the orientees are taking as"The significant feature of this project is
(aged 15 to 2 4 ) . Because of this increasing
signments with Foreign Relief and Services, in
the contagious spirit of enterprise and vigor it
number of young people to West Berlin, the
eight countries—Jordan, the Congo, Greece,
engenders among these refugees.
They be- MCC home at Hammersteinstrasse has been
Crete, Germany, Austria, India and Peru.
come occupied with the building of their
giving a large part of its accommodations to
Relief workers assigned to Jordan are Susan
houses and the choice of land plots; the next
single refugee girls.
Epp, R.N., Vancouver, B.C.; Agatha Esau,
step is clearing the land and planting a garden.
Linden, Alta.; and Henry Kreider, M.D., LanA constant stream of refugees is seen coming
caster, Pa. Miss E p p will work with Dr. John
to the CPRA yard for materials and going their
Krahn, who is now in Jordan, in establishing
way with the essentials for building a house
a medical program among the Bedouins at and a future.
Ma'an. It is planned to operate four clinics in
"The CPRA men have also set u p a small
the Ma'an area. Miss Esau will do household
business for the manufacture of cement blocks
work at the Mennonite Orphanage at Hebron,
a few miles from Bakwanga. There is some PEOPLE'S CHURCH SOLD
where approximately 65 children are given a
The famed People's Church in Toronto, pasdemand for cement blocks for refugee house
home and schooling. Dr. Kreider is being loaned
tured for many years b y Dr. Oswald J. Smith,
building. CPRA has arranged for the purchase
by MCC to Near East Christian Council for
has been sold for more than enough to pay for
of cement by the car load, for the availability
clinic work in isolated villages in the Hebron
the construction of a completely new building
of gravel, and for small hand-operated block
area.
located in the heart of a residential area of that
forms. Fifteen refugee men buy the matercity. Their new church with a seating capacity
VOLUNTARY SERVICE
ials from CPRA at cost and are assured sale at
Boys Village near Smithville, Ohio, a home
a fixed price of all the blocks they produce. of 2,000 and complete educational facilities will
be ready for occupancy some time in 1962.
for emotionally maladjusted boys, will gain two This project is a means to employ refugees
and to produce good materials at modest cost
VSers from t h e school. Marguerite Brauen,
Throughout its ministry the People's Church
to those refugees who want to buy them. It
has emphasized missionary giving, and as a reClarence Center, N. Y., will do clerical work
is also a germ which can grow into a future sult has channeled more than four million dollars
and bookkeeping and Carolyn Ressler, Arcade,
to missions. Little was spent for the upkeep of
N.Y., will work in the kitchen at Boys Village. permanent industry."
their old building apart from the expansion
Another area of recent CPRA activity is that
CHICKS F L O W N TO CONGO
of a poultry project, for which 1000 chicks were of educational facilities. Meanwhile the value
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—One thousand chicks,
of their original $35,000 investment in t h e old
the first in a series of shipments, left New York sent on June 27 b y MCC through Heifer Proj-
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building had increased so that it was almost
enough to pay for the new building. Serving
as pastor is Dr. Paul B. Smith, the son of the
founder.
CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

The 64th general council of the C & MA was
held May 17-22 in Columbus, O. A report by
Dr. Nathan Bailey, president, indicated that
their total membership now stands at 68,230 in
1,159 different congregations. A new missionary budget of nearly $4 million was adopted
and missionary giving in 1961 amounted to
$59.09 per member.
W O R L D - W I D E RELIGIOUS TV

VIA SATELLITES

FORECAST

Religious TV broadcasts to every corner of
the world via communication satellites is a
realistic prediction, according to Dr. Clarence
W. Jones, dean of Protestant missionary radio
broadcasting.
In Milwaukee to direct the third annual
World Conference on Christian Communications at Concordia College, Dr. Jones said mission agencies should be preparing for this
revolutionary development to become a reality
within 10 years.
Jones, founder of the world's first missionary
radio station (Quito, Ecuador's HCJB) lectured
some 250 missionary radio executives, technicians, artists, and speakers at the conference.
He said the stations of the delegates "blanket
the world from transmitters in 20 countries."
HCJB was licensed in May to install the
world's first missionary television station and
will be ready soon to present a daily schedule
of news, cultural, educational and religious
programming. ( E P )
E I C H M A N N SWEARS ' B Y G O D / LIKENS S E L F TO
PILATE

Jerusalem (EP)—On trial here for allegedly
murdering six million Jews, Adolf Eichmann
refused to take an oath upon the Bible but
told the court, "I am not bound by a confession, but I do believe in God."
Eichmann then swore "by God" that he
would tell "the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth."
Alluding to the Bible in his testimony, the
ex-Secret Service German officer likened himself
to a modern Pontius Pilate, forced to act by the
hysteria of Nazi rule. His denial of guilt reportedly sent a ripple of comment through the
courtroom.
PEACE CORPS T I E S W I T H RELIGIOUS GROUP
PROTESTED

New York (EP)—Peace Corps officials have
received protests from the United Presbyterian
Church and the American Jewish Congress
against signing overseas contracts with religious
groups.
The protests were made after Corps officials
disclosed that about half of all project work
assigned to private voluntary agencies would
be carried out by groups having religious ties.
The United Presbyterian Mission on Ecumenical Missions and Relations, while affirming support of the Peace Corps, said it "would
betray our position" if government aid were
received under the program. It is the mission
of the Church to "proclaim the Gospel," while
the aim of the Corps is to give "personal assistance" to underdeveloped countries, it noted.
"These goals may parallel each other, but
they are not identical," it declared. This distinction must be maintained to affirm our historic belief in the separation of Church and
State, both in the United States and in other
nations of the world.
"MODERATE SOCIAL DRINKING'
ILLINOIS PRESBYTERIANS

REJECTED

BY

Lake Forest, III. (EP)—A resolution adopted
by the Illinois Synod of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. flatly opposes "moderate social drinking."
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W o r l d Missions
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box
111, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David Climenhaga
Miss Velma Brillinger
Miss Erma Mann
Miss Lois Jean Sider
SOUTHERN RHODESIA

Bulawayo Mission and Missionary Children's
Hostel, 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Florence R. Hensel
Miss Nancy Kreider
Miss Elva F . Lyons
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Mr. and Mrs. Lester C. Fretz"
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam Heise
Mr. Curtis R. Nissly*
Miss E d n a M. Switzer
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Stern*
Miss Gladys Lehman
Glenn J. Schwartz"
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O.
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag 129S,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey
Miss Kathryn Hossler
Miss Erma Lehman
Marshall Poe*
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books
Miss F . Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
NORTHERN RHODESIA

Macha Mission: Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Miss Edith E. Miller
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Cornelius Musser*
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler
Miss Mary E. Heisey
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Miss Ruth Hunt
Miss Anna L. Kettering

India
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission: P. O. Saharsa,
N. E. Railway..
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. William H. Hoke
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Murligani
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Madhipuia Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Ruth E. Book
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Ulubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria,
District
Howrah, West Bengal, India
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
Delhi Mission: HI M-24 Lajput Nagar, New
Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
V. P., India
Miss Mary E. S toner
Japan
11 Hijiwara, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Edna Wingerd
1179 Higashi Fukagawa, Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W . Graybill
396 Kyodo-machi, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo, Japan,
c/o Mrs. Toshiko Isshiki
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Penna.
Missionaries on Furlough
Rev. and Mrs. Graybill Brubaker, R. D. I,
Mount Joy, Pa., c / o Donald Engle
Miss Martha L. Lady, Abilene, Kansas
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn, R. D. 7, York, Pa.
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth, R. D. 2, Palmyra,
Penna., Box 291.
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland, R. D. 1,
Clayton, Ohio, c / o Ohmer U. Herr.
Miss Ruth Hock, R. D. 1, Shippensburg,
Penna.
Miss Fannie Longenecker, R. 1, Abilene,
Kansas
Miss Lois P. Davidson, R. 1, Garrett, Ind.
Miss Leora G. Yoder, R. 2, Mechanicsburg,
Penna.
*1-W and voluntary service workers
Contributions to Missions A b r o a d
send to:
BRETHREN I N C H R I S T C H U R C H

Office of the Treasurer
c/o Henry N. Hostetter
Washington Boro, Penna.
Contributions t o Missions in A m e r i c a
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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This resolution was passed at the synod's
annual meeting here because of "confusion"
developing over the action taken on the question of drinking by the denomination's General
Assembly at its recent sessions in Buffalo, N. Y.
PLAN 'PRAYER PILGRIMAGE' TO SUPPORT
FREEDOM RIDERS

New York ( E P ) - A busload of 37 Protestant Episcopal clergymen will participate in
September in a Prayer Pilgrimage supporting
Freedom Riders. Their venture will be under
auspices of the Episcopal Society for Cultural
and Racial Unity, it was announced.
The Rev. John B. Morris, executive director
of the unofficial Episcopal group of clergy and
laymen, said the trip will start from New Orleans, Louisiana, Sept. 12, and will end in Detroit where the denomination will hold its triennial General Convention, Sept. 17-29.
The tour is designed, he said, to pinpoint
segregated educational institutions operated by
the denomination, with the ministers stopping
at Episcopal secondary schools and colleges in
both the North and South.
CBMCI CONVENTION S E T FOR MONTREAL

Chicago, III. (EP)—The 24th annual convention of Christian Business Men's Committee
International will be held at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal, Quebec, October 18-22,
Dr. T. E. McCully, executive secretary of
CBMCI, has announced.
Principal speakers will include Premier
Ernest C. Manning, Alberta, Canada; Charles
Pitts, Toronto and North Carolina construction
executive; CBMCI Chairman Alfred R. Jackson, Williamsport, Pa. attorney; Dr. Ross Willows, Winnipeg, Man., obstetrician and gynecologist; Richard Woike, New York and W. Los
Angeles; G. Tom Willey, vice-president, The
Martin Co., Orlando, Fla.; R. G. LeTourneau,
industrialist, Longview, Tex., and many others.

though he does not endorse the theology of Dr.
Brunner, he feels that an article which he
authored recently in a Zurich newspaper and
which has been translated into English is a
"keen analysis of the peril now threatening the
free world." Dr. Tenny's remarks were made
in an introduction to the English translation of
Dr. Brunner's article which appears in the
August issue of United Evangelical Action magazine, official publication of the National Association of Evangelicals.
YOUTH LEADERS C A L L FOR PROGRAMS
ON PATRIOTISM TO F I G H T C O M M U N I S M

Winona Lake, Ind. ( C N S ) - N e a r l y 100 leaders of Protestant youth movements in America in a conference here July 4 called on Christian youth organizations to "make available
programs on patriotism and provide information regarding the Communist threat" to help
young people intelligently face communism.
The meeting was the first in a series of conferences on communism and American youth to
be sponsored by the National Association of
Evangelicals, a cooperative Protestant organization which represents 38 denominations and
two million members. Host of this first conference was Youth for Christ International.
The youth leaders heard John Noble, an
American citizen who was a prisoner of the
Communists for 9% years, say that 90 per cent
of the people behind the Iron Curtain are
' a v i d anti-Communists. Anyone who has seen
communism at work despises it," he said. He
called on Americans to put patriotism and the
Bible back into the churches, education, government and the economy. Noble asserted that
since patriotism and the Bible are the keystones
to American greatness, the Communists can
win everything by destroying these two things
in American life.

N E W BOOK IS 1 5 T H FOR W H E A T O N COLLEGE
PREXY

Wheaton, 111. (EP)—Reviewers have received
well the new book Out of My Life, most recent book by Dr. V. Raymond Edman, president of Wheaton College.
Published by Zondervan, the first edition of
the book is already exhausted, and a second
edition is ready for printing. Released in May
this year, the book is the fifteenth written by
Dr. Edman.

EVANGELICAL THEOLOGIAN H A I L S BRUNNER'S
WARNING OF POSSIBLE VICTORY OF
COMMUNISM

Wheaton, III. (CNS)—A leading conservative
Protestant theologian has urged the American
people to give "careful consideration" to Dr.
Emil Brunner's warning to the West that Communism could be victorious. Dr. Brunner is a
leading Swiss theologian.
Dr. Merrill C. Tenney, dean of the graduate
school at Wheaton (111.) College, says that al-
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MEASURE W O U L D DESIGNATE SUNDAY AS
'PRINCIPAL HOLIDAY' IN OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City, Okla. (EP)—The county
government committee of the Okla. State
Senate has approved a new Sunday closing
bill designating Sunday as a "principal holiday."
The measure would forbid conducting of
"ordinary labor or business, trades, manufacturing and mechanical employment" on principal
holidays. It designates New Year's Day, the
Fourth of July, Thanksgiving, Christmas and
Sundays as "principal holidays."
The bill would abolish the present Sunday
closing law and would not affect gasoline
stations, amusement houses, public transportation, utilities, traveling services, entertainment,
fairs, newspapers, radio or television.
T O M R E E S : 'CHURCHGOERS M A Y B E
IN 20 YEARS'

Those lengthy reports . . . tiresome discussions from the floor . . . the weariness of helping men talk loudly . . . day by day this goes
on . . . "I need a moment of siesta right in the
midst of General Conference."
MARION, INDIANA—Plans are being completed for the first National Wesleyan Youth
Convention which will be held in Louisville,

XT
It

EXTINCT

Toronto
(EP)—At the conclusion of his
four-month, 26,000-mile mission to Canada,
British Evangelist Tom Rees warned that
churchgoers may be extinct in 20 years.
The Anglican layman, leader of the interdenominational mission that maintained a
three-rallies-a-day pace, said he was "appalled"
at the almost complete absence of teenagers
and young adults from Canadian Protestant
churches. "All I seemed to see," Mr. Rees
said, "were gray beards and bald heads. At
this rate the churches will be empty in 20
years."
MACKAY C I T E S U.

EVANGELICALS W O N ' T PARTICIPATE
IN ECUMENICAL YOUTH ASSEMBLY'

Chicago, III. (CNS)—Evangelicals will not
officially participate in the forthcoming North
American Ecumenical Youth Assembly, according to the results of a survey made of churches
and youth organizations related to the National
Association of Evangelicals.
The assembly will be held August 16-23 at
Ann Arbor, Michigan, under the auspices of
the World, Canadian and National Councils of
Churches.
None of the evangelical organizations indicated that they were sending official representatives and only two said they were sending unofficial observers. One youth leader who said
he would attend only as an observer commented
that his attendance reflected his "interest in
what is taking place in youth work throughout
Protestantism."

Kentucky, December 27-29, 1961. Wesleyan
Youth is an auxiliary of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of America.
Outstanding speakers will be on the program
when it is expected that more than 1,000 young
people from North America and Wesleyan
World Mission areas will attend. Sessions will
be, held in the Kentucky Hotel in the heart of
Louisville.
Churchmanship will be emphasized throughout the Convention. Top church leaders will
address the youth on themes emphasizing the
relationship of youth to the Church.

S. 'BLUNDERS' IN C U B A

Dr. John A. Mackay, former president of
Princeton Theological Seminary, and a lifelong student of Latin America, has criticized
the United States for its "blunders" in its relationships with Cuba and Castro.
Writing in Presbyterian Life, Dr. Mackay
said the revolt of 1959 in Cuba marked the
second social revolution in Latin American
history. He said it was not inspired by communism any more than the first such u p heaval that began in Mexico in 1910.
He said the Urlited States failed to understand its true nature, and charged the Cuban
revolution became more dependent upon Communists t h i n ever should have been allowed
to happen.
Dr. Mackay said that America broke off
diplomatic relations, imposed an economic
embargo, refused American citizens permission
to visit the island, rebuffed Cuban leaders
when they suggested that differences between
the two countries be negotiated, and sponsored
ths abortive invasion of Cuba.
"Each action was an unqualified blunder,"
he charged. He said that "powerful economic
interests, both Cuban and American" blocked
Castro's efforts to "give food and land, health
and education to the masses of the people."
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